
SOLV Energy offers engineering, procurement and construction 

(EPC) and operations and maintenance (O&M) services for solar 

photovoltaic plants throughout North America. We believe that 

good energy has a ripple effect. That’s why we only take on projects 

that provide cleaner power, better jobs, greater education and a 

brighter future for our communities. 

In order to spread our Good Energy, we have partnered with Girl 

Scouts San Diego to introduce a �ve-part patch program to 

promote STEM education for girls and young women. The program 

will promote sustainability through simple, educational activities 

focusing on food rescue, trees, ocean protection, solar energy,  and 

water conservation.
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Food Rescue  |  Trees  |  Protecting Our Oceans  |  Solar Energy  |  Keeping Rivers & Lakes Clean 

Climate Controller
Girl  Scouts  Patch  Series

UPCOMING PATCHES
due to release in 2022

Oceans

BE THE WAVE OF CHANGE
Focus on coastal protect ion, plast ic pollut ion, and kelp beds

Rivers|Lakes

THINK OUTSIDE THE SINK
Focus on importance of erosion and groundwater control

Solar

POWERED BY THE SUN
Focus on power generated direct ly f rom sunlight
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Check us out on social media and tag us as you 
become a climate controller!

@solvenergy

On the 50th anniversary of Earth Day, we released our 
�rst patch developed with Feeding San Diego. The goal 
of the patch is to teach girls about the linkage between 
food waste and climate change in order to inspire them 
to become “Climate Controllers” through food rescue. 
The food rescue patch features the colors and wheat 
stalk used in the Feeding San Diego logo. 

FOOD RESCUE

The second patch in our series is ll about trees! Trees 
help our environment and us in many ways. They help us 
breathe, grow food, protect our land, and provide shade, 
wood and even a fun place to play! Perhaps one of the 
most important things trees provide us is oxygen. We 
must do what we can to help protect our trees. Forests 
cover almost a third of the Earth’s surface, including 
over 700 million acres in the United States alone. 

TREES


